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Abstract: Research into augmented reality makes up a forward-looking part in the field
of HCI. This study aims to assess the usefulness of vision enhancing augmented reality for
performing everyday tasks. Using virtual reality technologies we simulated an augmented
reality situation. Twenty test subjects were divided into two experimental and a control
group. They were told to solve tasks using enhanced vision for heat, darkness and sound.
We then observed how they performed in terms of vision switches and time needed. Participants took questionnaires before and after the simulation to assess simulator sickness,
frustration levels, demographic and qualitative data. Our study shows participants solved
given tasks significantly faster using simulated augmented perception technologies. Participants embraced enhanced vision for solving everyday tasks in our virtualisation. This merits
further research in implementing enhanced visions on augmented reality technology.
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Introduction

The five traditionally recognized human senses are sight, hearing, taste, smell, and touch;
of which vision is the dominant sense in most cases. Researchers estimate that humans
receive about 80% of all information from the sense of sight [DO12]. The human ability
to perceive visual information in dark settings is very limited. Even during daylight hours
the perceivable visual spectrum of an adult is constricted to a range between 400 and 700
nm [SES10]. Animals generally differ in their capabilities to receive information about their
surroundings. Discussing the limitations of human sight brought up the idea of extending it
with some outstanding abilities found in the animal kingdom.
Some animals, like snakes, are able to perceive light in the infrared spectrum using
specialized sensors on their heads [NH82], giving them the ability to sense warm objects
even in the complete absence of visible light. Other animals, like the bat, are able to detect
objects without any kind of light by using echolocation[GWM60]. We reasoned that the

possibility to enhance the abilities of the visual system could help people to solve simple
tasks more efficiently. Augmenting sight could be of special interest for people suffering
from vision impairment, blindness[KD09, KKP+ 12] disorders of any other sense, e.g. hearing
[CFA+ 10]. Perceiving otherwise unrecognized information through the use of technology is
called Augmented Perception [Wri14].
The development of Virtual Reality (VR) Technologies and its commercial success enable
us to explore augmenting perception through simulation. In a recent article S. Goma focuses
on the possibilities of augmenting visual perception, arguing that it might give people the
ability to solve more complex problems in the future, even going so far as to calling augmented
perception our next evolutionary step.[Gom15] We hope to show that simulating the effects of
augmenting perception in VR can serve as a basis to understand and estimate the usefulness
of certain AR applications. By developing a virtual reality application and implementing
a set of different graphical shaders we simulated a room where test subjects were able to
switch between different visions enhancing their normal visual spectrum, to solve a set of
simple tasks. In analyzing user feedback and covert measures, such as time used to complete
tasks, we show the usefulness of the ability to augment the human visual system.
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Methods

Three different augmented visions (night, thermal, and sound vision) were modeled in virtual reality and test subjects were instructed to solve a set of different tasks. For further
assessment of the user experience covert measurements were taken and participants had to
fill in questionnaires rating their experience. A laboratory of our department was closely
modeled in VR and made to look as realistic as possible to ensure high transferability of
results [BHAW99].
Participants
22 people participated in the study, in exchange for course credit and cookies. One participant could not complete the tasks because of technical problems. The participants were
aged between 18 and 30 (M=24, SD=2.95) and were acquired via mailing lists of our faculty
and via personal contacts. All participants signed an information and consent form and
the possibility to abort the experiment at any time was prior to any data being collected.
Participants were then assigned randomly to one of three experimental groups.
Materials
An existing 3D interior model was used as the base for our VR application which was
improved in detail using additional objects modeled in Blender 1 . The model and all vision
enhancements where implemented in Unity3D2 using C#.
Thermal Vision
Thermal vision was implemented using a custom shader programed to calculate color based
on reflective properties of the underlying material. This way we simulated thermal properties
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using Unitys lighting system to mimic the output produced by profesional thermal imaging
systems, as seen in figure 1.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Comparisson of professional thermo-imaging technology (a) and our simulation
(b). (c) A rendering of the VR lab through the sound vision shader
Night Vision
Using Unitys built-in OpenGL shader programming capabilities we developed a shader simulating night vision. The achieved night vision effect had a high visual similarity to current
night vision technology [Chr13] and night vision effects present in popular culture (video
games, movies, etc.).
Sound Vision
We chose to visualize sounds in the virtual environment with the help of Unity’s builtin particle system in order to profit from its internal physics simulation. To keep particle
emission and audio playback in sync we precomputed a list of time positions at which to
emit particles. Objects producing sound emit translucent particles in a pulsating fashion.
Taking cues and inspiration from the work of Wadhwa, Davis, and Rubinstein et al. on
’Phase-Based Video Motion Processing’ [WRDF13] and the ’Visual Microphone’ [DRW+ 14]
we decided to change the appearance and speed of the particles to make it look as if the
particles were distorting the air around the sound source like the air distortions over a flame.
For an immersive user experience we used an Oculus Rift (Development Kit 2) as well as
noise cancelling headphones (Bose QC25 Acoustic Noise Cancelling). To navigate back and
forth in VR a presenter mouse (Gyration Air Mouse GO PLUS) was used, walking direction
was determined using the Oculus’ head-tracking system, enabling full 360◦ movement to
navigate through the virtual laboratory.
Before and after participating in the simulation, subjects had to fill in a series of questionnaires, covering demographic characteristics, Lateral Preference Inventory [Cor93], simulator
sickness questionnaire (SSQ) pre-experimental [KLBL93], SSQ (post experimental), and the
Slater-Usoh-Sleet (SUS) questionnaire [SUS94]. Additionally, questions were provided concerning the tasks, the modeled visions, and the overall user experience.
Design
Participants were divided into three smaller groups which differed in the variation of two
independent variables: first, the sequence of tasks and second the option whether or not they

could use different visions to solve the tasks. One group started in a night situation with
all lights turned off (night condition). Another group started with light already switched
on (daylight condition). The scenario for the control group was the same as in the daylight
condition but they couldn’t use AR features (control condition).
The assignment to the groups was randomized and equally distributed. The dependent
variables were both the time it took participants to fulfill single tasks and the frustration
level they perceived in the meantime.
Procedure
After signing the consent form and completing the first part of the questionnaire participants
had to stand up and were equipped with an Oculus Rift, noise cancelling headphones and a
presenter mouse.

Figure 2: Experiment setup
Subjects subsequently had to solve four different tasks in a certain order, which depended
on the assigned group. Participants were told that they could alter the way they see things,
but not about the exact augmented perceptions.
Before the first task was assigned, participants had the time to familiarize themselves
with the controls of the provided setup. The four tasks consisted of easy missions participants
had to fulfill: ’Find the hottest cup in the room.’, ’Find the ringing cellphone and turn it
off.’, ’Find a light switch to turn the light back on.’ and ’Find the hottest computer in the
room.’. Single tasks as well as the whole experiment could be aborted at any time. While
the tasks were being solved we covertly recorded data like time needed and switches being
made.
Following the completion of the tasks, participants were asked to fill in the post experimental part of the questionnaire and were debriefed.
Hypotheses and Analysis
The primary outcome was to show the helpful support of vision enhancement to solve everyday tasks and therefore merit further research in the direction of augmented perception. The

first goal was to find out whether there was a significant difference in mean task completion
times between all three groups.
A two-sided t-test was used for this. The second step was to check for differences in
completion time between the two experimental groups, for which a two-sample t-test was
used. Based on this step, the two experimental groups had to be regarded as independent
sets of data. It was then evaluated, whether the tasks differed in difficulty by looking at mean
task completion times for each participant and also between groups. For this, a repeated
measure ANOVA was used. Using one-way ANOVAs, it was further assessed how many
switch actions had to be performed by each member of each group to successfully solve a
task. Participant frustration levels were compared using two-sample t-tests.
The participants opinion on the usefulness of Augmented Perception was measured via
a seven point Likert scale. At last the feeling of presence was evaluated through the SlaterUsoh-Steed questionnaire. Each of six items was rated on a seven point Likert scale, the
higher the vote, the more intense the feeling of presence. Summing up the results of each
participant produced a presence value. A value of p < 0.05 was considered statistically
significant.
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Results

Contrary to the initial assumption the two experimental groups showed a significant difference in their mean task completion times; t(50.35) = 2.8223, p = 0.00681. They therefore
needed to be regarded independently.
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Comparing the control group M = 81.46, SD = 56.1 to the day group M = 60.4, SD = 31
and the night group M = 39.62, SD = 23.55 showed a significant difference for the night
group t(29.895) = 3.4062, p = 0.001898 but not for the day group t(34.626) = 1.6371, p >
0.05. Neither the day F (3, 24) = 0.87273, p > 0.05 nor the night group F (3, 24) = 1.7991, p >
0.05 showed a significant variation in the time needed to solve different tasks using one-way
anovas. Another one-way ANOVA showed that there was no significant variation in the
amount of switches needed for different tasks F (3, 24) = 2.3598, p > 0.05. This shows that
the task difficulty was balanced. Contrary to our initial assumption the frustration levels

of the control group did not differ significantly from the groups able to use augmented
perception also no difference in frustration levels was found between day and night group.
When asked wether a respective vision was useful for daily situations, participants reported a mean of M = 4.57 for thermal vision, M = 4.14 for sound and M = 6.14 for night
vision, resulting in a combined mean of M = 4.95.
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Discussion

The significant difference between the two experimental groups (night and day group) in
their mean task completion times was unanticipated and needs to be addressed. The night
group did not only need less time but also used significantly fewer switches compared to the
day group. Apparently, participants of the night group developed a better understanding
of the different visions and were therefore able to solve tasks more efficiently. This could
be attributed to a small sample size and a better understanding of technology within night
participants. Another theory could be a ’thrown in at the deep end’-effect, because night
participants were forced to use visual augmentation from the very start. Further investigation
with a larger sample size might be necessary.
In the day and night condition the test subjects chose whether to use the vision-enhancing
features or not. The fact that all test subjects took use of the features shows the willingness
to use augmenting vision voluntarily without any instructions.
Another point of critique is that a large amount (18) of participants were already familiar
with the topic. Moreover, 87% of participants already had experience with the Oculus Rift.
Concerning the setup it may be criticized that during the whole experiment there was always
one person standing quite close to the participant to untangle the cables. This was necessary
to make sure no one would trip while moving around wearing both earphones and the Oculus
Rift which were physically connected to the computer as seen in figure 3.
The utility of the different features for a user’s everyday life was furthermore stated in
a special part of the post experimental questionnaire. Participants were asked to describe
situations in everyday life they could imagine to make use of one of the three augmented

visions. The suggestions ranged from very obvious to amusing: “to check if the stove or the
heater were still warm”, “to avoid injuries by warning the user about extreme temperatures”,
“for espionage”, but also “to detect the annoying noisy neighbors”, and “to play hide and
seek”.
Limitations and Further Directions
As already mentioned it might be necessary to repeat certain parts of the experiment with a
larger and more diverse sample. The familarity with the labroratory might have had a larger
influence on the results than expected. As the experiment took place in VR the transfer of
the findings into AR is limited. Variances in the size of the visual field could lead to a range
of different behaviour of test subjects in AR. However, the experiment aims to form a basis
to understand and estimate the usefulness of vision-enhancing features in AR. Concerning
further development it would be interesting to have a closer look at the qualitative part of
the questionnaire: We asked participants to write down suggestions on how to improve the
design of the different visions. A few people argued that night and thermal vision could be
interchangable since thermal vision also made it possible to navigate in the dark. Also, the
thermal vision was criticized for being too poor in detail and colors. Another appealing idea
was to display the temperature of the objects the user focuses on. It would be conceivable
to combine the two mentioned visions in a next step. Although with a richer design of the
thermal sight a combination might be too much information for the user at once due to
visual clutter [RLN07].
A couple of participants suggested to add colors to the sound vision, as an indicator for
volume or the predominant frequency. A further critique was that in noisy places the feature
might become confusing. We would consider adding a dynamic volume threshold that would
have to be exceeded in order for a sound source to be displayed, so only sources significantly
louder than their surroundings would be seen in noisier areas. If this idea turns out to be
viable, adding color could be the next design step.
Overall our results show that under some circumstances the proposed visual modifications
are successful in reducing the time needed to complete a task. Moreover, most participants
reported the desire to use Augmented Perception in everyday situations. We therefore suggest further research in augmented perception topics.
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